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Helicopter-borne electromagnetic surveys in ,the Adams Plateau 

area have shown a number of anomalies of interest. A group of 

anomalies iu the northwesterly nrea seem to be of priswxy interest, 

sones D, E and P. Of not quite as good quality geophysically 

are anomalies G, A, A-2, P and Q. Also of interest in this area 

are possible extensions to known minernlized zones shown by 

anomelies A-l and B. 

An area of second priority is the southeasterly area, where zones 

I, J, K, L, N, PI, occur. These conductors are not of as good 

quality as SOM of the ones in the northwesterly area, but are 

worth invesCl*tion. The northeasterly area is of lowest 

priority geophysicrlly. 

The helicopter-borne electromagnetic survey has shown the value 

of this type of work as a first stage in exploration. The qualiv 

of results and correlation with knowo showings indicate that 

follow-up ground electronegnetic work, geological examination, 

stripping and trenching will be required. 

BxcoBli4KmATIoNs 

It is reconmended thnt consideration be given to the investigation 

of the northwesterly and southeasterly areas by ground electro- 

magnetic checking and geological examination. The decision on 

priortiy of area would depend in part on geological considerations 

and the extent of previous work. 
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BXCON#ENDATIONS (Cont’d) 

~rclimiuary assessment of the northeasterly area could be made 

by reconnaissance electromagnetic and geological examination. 

In addition, some of the better fixed-ving airborne magnetic 

and electromagnetic anomalies not covered by the helicopter 

survey could also be investigated in this manner, without the 

benefit of picket lines. 

INTRODUCTION 

As a follow-up to a fixed-wing airborne magnetic and electro- 

magnetic survey, helicopter-borne electromagnetic surveys 

were carried out on selected areas on the Adams Plateau, British 

Columbia. The towed-bird equipmnt of Hunting Airborne Geophysics 

Limited was used. A preliminary interpretation based largely on 

geophysical considerations has been presented (Smellie, 1959 b). 

INSTRLWNTATION 

The helicopter-borne electrosmgnctic system of Bunting Airborne 

Geophysics Limited is mounted in a “bird” towed 100 feet below 

a Bell GZ helicopter and 100 feet above ground surface. Insfde 

the “bird” is a vertical transmitter coil, with a vertical 

receiver coil nounted coaxically at a separation of 20 feet. 

The associated electronic circuitry is used to detect the 

amplitude of the in-phase and quadrature components of the 

secondary field at the receiver. These are passed along the 

connecting cable to a recorder nounted in the helicopter. The 

operating frequency is 4,000 cycles per second. 
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LOCAl!fON. ACCESS AND TDPOGRhPK'f 

The area is located a few miles to the north of Shuswap Lake, between 

Adams Lake and Scotch Creak. It may be reached by bush road from 

Squilax on the transcontinental line of the Canadian Pacific Kailway. 

The area is a deeply dissected plateau. 

MSTOKY OP WNING BKpu)BATION 

The early history of mining exploration on Adams Plateau is well 

summarized by W. R. Sacon (B.C. Minister of Mines Annual Report, 

1949, page A 132) as follows: 

“As far back as 1893, mineralized bodies were explored 

near Agate Bay, on the west shore of Adams Lake, but it 

was not until 1927 that the first recorded discovery of 

mineral was made on the high plateau area to the east 

of the lake." 

'*One of the first discoveries on Adams Plateau, the Lucky 

Coon, was optioned to The Granby Mining, Smelting and 

Power Company, Limitad, in 1928. After 3,420 feet of 

trenching, 694 feet of diamond drilling, and 52 feet 

of drifting had been done, the option was dropped, and 

it was not until 1948 that another established mining 

company became interested in the area. In that year 

Pioneer Gold wines of B. C. Limited sent a party into 

the area to prospect systematically for basewtal 

deposits. During 1949 interest in the area heightened 

with the optioning and drilling of the Mosquito King 

property by The Consolidated Hining and Smelting Company." 
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HISTORY OF NIIING RXFWRAXION (Cont'd) 

The Westville Mining Company also carried out prospecting during 

1949. Work by Plateau Hstnls Limited on the Westville property 

was carried out between 1951 and 1955 and included geological 

mapping, electromagnetic and magoetic surveys, prospecting and 

surface stripping. In 1953, some diamond drilling was done by 

New Jersey Zinc Exploration Company on fluorite veins on the 

eastern portion of the property. 

GENRRAL GEOLOGY 

From regional mapping immediately to the south by Rice and Jones 

(1948). it has generally been assumed that the formations of the 

Adams Plateau area are of the Mount Ida group of Windermere or 

later age. This work, together with geological mapping by 

Pioneer Gold Mines of B. C. Limited, Westville Mines Limited 

and Plateau Metals Limited has shown the sequence to be composed 

of andesite, tuff, tuffaceous argillite, argillits, quartsite, 

limestone, chlorite schist and gneiss. There are also conformable 

rhyolite intrusives, north-south basic dykes and stock-like 

intrusives. The strike appears to be northeasterly, with dips 

from 20 to 45 degrees to the northwest. A north-south fault 

is mapped in the area to the south by Rice and Jones, fust west 

of the north-sooth portion of Nikwikwaia Creek. This may continue 

into the Spillman Creek area. Joubin (1948) notes two systems 

of faulting on the plateau, a north 40° west and north 40° east 

set. 
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ECONOMC GEOLOGY 

A number of lead-zinc prospects are knom on Adams Plateau. While 

they are generally conformable to the bedding, most workers have 

considered them to be localized by fracturing. Strike length is 

often considerable, but the zones are narrow and high grade. The 

following brief descriptions of properties are summarired from 

available reports, including those of the 11. C. Minister of Mines. 

They are not intended as a substitute for a geologist’s report, but 

only for purposes of correlation with the Keophysical results. 

Lucky Coon: 

This is a narrow discontinuous sane extending for 4,000 ft. 

from the main Lucky Coon showing on the northeast to the main 

showing on the westerly branch of Spillman Creek at the Elsie 

edit. It is a replacement of limey, quarta-sericits schists, 

phyllites and greenstone schists and is typically composed of 

banded galena, pyrite, arseopyrite and sphalerite in a 

siliceous gangue. The average thickness of the sulphide lenses 

is about 1 ft. and sometimes two parallel lenses are present. 

King Tut: 

This adjoins tbe Lucky Coon group on the north and east. In 

1936, there was one blocked adit. and an accessible edit 

3,000 ft. northeast of the Lucky Coon showing, with no known 

showings between. This open adit encountered a 14 ft. 

siliceous band with pyrite, galena and sphalerite. Some 

500 ft. further east, two strippings expose a hard siliceous 

rib 2 - 2% ft. wide containing mixed sulphides - pyrite, 

arsenopyrite, galena and sphalerita. 
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ECONOMCC OBOLOGY (Cont'd) 

Speedwell: 

On a bench on a steep hilloide at 6,000 ft. below and one mile 

north 40° east from the King Tut adits, are located two adits on 

decomposed rusty schist and pbyllite containing pyrite. 

Donnamre: 

Oo a steep hillside sloping into one of the eastern branches of 

Spillman Creek, between 4,500 and 5,000 ft, three miles N35os 

from the Lucky Coon showing, strippings show laminated argillaceous- 

quartsite rocks containing a strongly silicifled band, 6 inches 

to 2 ft. wide including occasional concentrations of pyrite, 

galena and sphalerite. 

Ibsquito King 

The locations of this and the Westville property are shown in 

the Report of the B. C. Minister of Wines (1949, page A 133). 

Trenches expose a thinly bedded argillite. Certain beds are 

intensely silicified and mineralized with pyrrbotite, in places 

pyrite, sphalerite and galena. The mineralized zone exposed in 

teenches varies from one to five ft. in width, with values in 

silver, lead and rinc. 

Westville 

Showings on the Elk 5 claim and glk 8 friction are similar to 

the Mosquito King. Over a lateral distance of 1,200 ft, 

sphalerite and galena is associated with pyrite, pyrrotite 

and quarts. The argillaceous beds containing these deposits 

average W40°11 in strike and dip 30°MJ. In tbe northernmost 

pits, 75 ft. apart, the mineraliaed bands are 8 ft and 7 ft wide 

respectively. According to Dr. C. Riley, concentrations of 

magnetitie occur, sometimes associated with chalcopyrite. 
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H3TfIODS OY GEOPWSMAL INlBRpBE’fATIoW 

The e.m. response profile of a conductor is a function of its 

shape, strike, dip and depth. With a fixed system frequency, 

the relative magnitudes of the in-phase and quadrature corn- 

ponents of the secondary field are functions of conductivity 

and siee. With e low conductivity-size factor, the quadrature 

response is larger than the in-phase, rising to a maximum at 

intermediate values aad then falling below the in-phase at high 

conductivity-size factors. Pherefore, the ratio of in-phase to 

quadrature response is an indication of this factor. 

The plao provided by Hunting Airborne geophysics Limited shows 

contours of the in-phase component in units of 10 
-5 

of the 

primary field, while spot values of the peak quadrature anonaly 

are also shown. On the author’s accompanying interpretational 

overlay, the anomaly maximus and halfmurirrmm points are shown, 

and the ratio of in-phase to quadrature response. Anonalies 

not well resolved free neighbourlng ones cannot always be 

plotted in this manner. Sowtimes only the peak values or 

the outer half-maximum points are shown , and the ratio estimates 

are correspondingly inaccurate. The positions of the half- 

maximum points give a quick indication of the anomaly asyemstry, 

which leads to an estimate of probable direction of dip. The 

horimontal distances maximum to half-maximum are small for a 

narrow conductor normal to the flight-line and increase with 

a strike nearer the flight-line direction as well as a greater 

lateral extent. 
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GORRZLA%‘ION WITH PBgVIOUS RllSULTS 

Two sets of earlier geophysical data are available, the magnetic 

and electromagnetic surveys on ground held by Plateau Iktils 

Limited in 1951 and 1953, and the fixed-wing airborne xegnetic 

and electromegnetic survey carried out by Spartao Air Services 

Limited (Smellie, 1959a). Only the electromagnetic surveys will 

be considered here. 

4 Ground electromagnetic: 

This survey was carried out by XcPhar Geophysics Limited 

in 1951, and showed three main anomalies on which further 

investigation was recommended. Since results of any 

further investigation are not at hand, it cur only be 

said that the e.m. anomalies appear to be due to extended 

conductors dipping to the northmest, probably at moderate 

angles, and of uncertain quality. The response is not 

particularly strong. Therefore, it is not surprising 

thet no helicopter electromagnetic response occurs at 

the corresponding positions din the neighbourhood of 

fiducial 3l30 on line 14. 

b) Airborne electrom%znetic: 

The fixeduing survey did not have the resolution and 

was not a8 armnable to accurate interpretation ae the 

helicopter ,e .m. survey. Bowever, it is interesting to 

note the correspondence bemeen the “A” group of 

helicopter e.m. anomalies and xone Y on T-7 of the 

fixed-wing (airborne e.m.) survey. Similarly, zone8 

“B” to “E” of the helicopter e.m. eppear to correspond 

with the other amplitude 16 anomaly on T-7 of the a.e.m. 
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cOBRRLATION NI’lX PRBVIOUS RBSULTS (Cont’d) 

b) Afrborne electromametic: (Coot’d) 

The a.e.m. anomalies in the southern portions of T-17, 

T-18 and T-19 appe.r to rmrrk the anomalous are. of h .e .P. 

zo~8 “I,,, “S’ , “KM , “L” -,J “H’ 1 although with considerebly 

less reeolution. The anomaly of amplitude 5 on T-15 and of 

amplitude 17 on T-14 of the l .e.m. correlate with h.e.m. 

zone “a’ . It must be added, of course, that there were, 

a.e.m. anomalies that did not appear on the h.e.m. survey. 

CORRBLATION NITB KNWN KiNIBALIZaTION 

Position correlation of electromagnetic anomalies with known 

mineralization is limited in accuracy by the base in%p. Bearing 

this in mind, the following are made: 

Lucky Coon: 

The main Lucky Coon zone appears to correlate with e.m. 

zone Vi” on lines 6 and 7. The emplitudea of in-phase 

response are y and 3, the ratio R of in-phase to 

quadrature response 2. 

King Tut: 

The main showings appear to be marked by eone “A-1” on 

lines 3 and 4, the amplitude &bout 1% and ratio 4. The 

weak anomalies immediately to the east of the zone may 

represent the sulphide aone uncovered by stripping. 

Soeedwell: 

A very week response on line 3 to the west of the surveyed 

block boundary (not plotted) is at about the correct 

location for the Speedwell showing. 
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CORRXAXON UITH MOWN W~RALIZATION (Co&d) 

Uestville: 

B.m. aone “B’ on line 16 does not correlate exactly in 

position vith the Uestville showings, but may be due to 

them. Lack of positional correlation can be caused by 

distortion of the base map photos. 

DISCUSSION OF REXlLTS 

Tbe helicopter electrmu~tic results have shorn definite 

responses over know sulphide zones aad in addition have 

indicated other areas of interest. 

Generally spaaking, any of the anomalies of good ratio are 

considered vorthy of investigation, with first priority to be 

given to the best ratio anomalies. Anomalies on adjacent lines 

that seem to he of similar type are joined by dmhed lines. In 

practice, t&are may not be continuity of the conductor. 

Zone A-l 

This anomaly has a ratio of 4 aud is relatively localized. 

As observed earlier, the King Tut showins appear to be 

marked by this zone on lines 3 and 4. The cause of the 

aaomlies on lines 1 and 2 is unknown, and appears to be 

worth investigation. 

Zones A, A-2 

These anomalies are partially resolved from aone A-l, 

and are considered good prospects. 
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DIScuSSIOn O? BBSDLTS (Cont’d) 

Zone B 

This anomaly shows a ratio up to 2 and is reaeonably 

localized. The main Lucky Coon zone appears to correl8te 

with this zone on lines 6 and 7, so that extensions or 

other possible zones are indicated on lines 5 and 8. 

m 

This aoomaly is strongly asynmxatric and of moderate ratio. 

It appears to be due to a horizon with, a low northwest dip 

and may be caused by graphite, although this will have to 

be established by ground checking. 

Zone D 

This is of good ratio, strong amplitude and localized and 

is considered a good prospect. 

Zones B and F 

These anomalies are of moderate to good ratio, good 

amplitude and veil localized and are considered good 

prospects. 

ZoneG 

This anomaly is of moderate to good ratio and amplitude 

and worthy of investigation. 

zona P 

This is of moderate ratio and amplitude, with a flaoking 

zone to the west. 

Zone Q 

This is of moderata ratio and amplitude. Its asymmetry 

indicates a possible dip to the northeast. 
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DISCUSSION OF RXSlJL’fS (Cont’d) 

Zones I. J, K, L. M. W 

These anomalies are all of moderate to good ratio sod 

amplitude and worthy of ~investigation. 

Zone B 

This anosaly is of good ratio and appears at least on line 16 

to be composed of mxe than one conductor. The relationship 

of this to Westvilla showings is uncertain. 

Other anomalies appear in the northeasterly area, no*e of 

which appear to be of a6 good quality as the above. 

In the analysis of the present data, only anomalies of good 

amplitude and ratio ware sip&d out on the intarpretational 

overlay. It may turn out as work progresses that some of tha 

weaker anomalies may be worth investigation. By concentrating on 

the stronger responses to begin with, it ie felt that attention 

will be focussed on zone8 of reasonable size and good conductivity. 

Another limitation is that the effective subsurface penetration 

of the instrument is probably of the order of SO feet. 
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Two maps: 1 Magnetometer 
1 Elnctromagnetic 

by Spartan Airways, done before the bell 
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) Buzz and Blip 
were located, encI.osed in an envelope 

F~~8~:":-~~a~~~""t~~~' iiartley Sargent" were filed with 

C.3. Rile;, ' 
On September ljth, at the request of Dr. 

I gave the enveloae and conten-ts to E'k. Corbett 
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of McIntyre Porcupirle Mines. To be returned in due course. 
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